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Abstract—Smart grid (SG) is an emerging technology which provides many services to the end users and utilities such as-load
management, frequency regulation, and grid stability. Although many solutions exist to provide these services in a secure manner, but
these solutions are not adequate keeping in view of the heavy cryptographic primitives execution on these devices. Hence, in this paper,
GUARDIAN, a blockchain-based secure demand response management scheme is presented so as to take energy trading decisions
securely for managing the overall load of residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. In GUARDIAN, the miner nodes, which are
block verifiers, are selected using their power consumption and processing power. These nodes are responsible for authenticating the
energy transactions in SG. The energy transaction is initialized by an end user which creates the block of transaction to trade the energy.
The miner nodes then validate these blocks and adds these in the blockchain. The successful energy trade occurs only for the blocks
which are in the blockchain. The proposed scheme is lightweight in terms of communication and computation costs. Moreover, the
results obtained demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed scheme for secure demand response management in the SG.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An exponential increase in the usage of information and
communication technologies (ICT) leads to the accessibil-
ity of various services (e-health, smart education, smart
transportation, smart energy management/trading etc.) to
the end users within the defined time limits [1]–[3]. Smart
energy trading involves various entities such as-energy
consumers (smart appliances) and service providers (grid)
which utilize the energy to run their daily operations. It
includes residential, commercial, industrial, and transporta-
tion sectors which are the major consumers of energy in a
smart city [4], [5].

The residential sector includes homes and buildings,
whereas the commercial sector includes banking, hospitals,
stores, etc., and the industrial sector comprises of many
industries such as food processing, manufacturing, and
automobile. Moreover, the rapid increase in the electric
vehicles (EVs) penetration in the transportation sector has
escalated the burden on the electricity grids manifolds as
they also require electric energy to charge their batteries [6].
All these sectors need electric energy to perform their day-
to-day operations. So, these entities form an energy network
in a smart city where the energy resources need to be man-
aged optimally so as to maintain the energy sustainability
in a smart city. Thus, managing the energy resources in
a smart city becomes an important task. However, as the
generation resources are limited especially in the developing
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countries; thus, energy trading is required to manage the
overall load profile of these sectors in a smart city [7].
This can be achieved by managing the demand response
of the end users in the residential, commercial, industrial,
and transportation sectors using ICT and cloud-based com-
munication backend [3], [8], [9]. Demand response can be
managed by handling the energy availability with the end
users in such a way that it complies with their energy
requirements. For example, if a home has excess energy at
any instant, then this energy can be traded with an EV which
requires the energy at that time. Similarly, when an EV has
excess energy, it can trade this energy with an industry
which requires more energy to perform its operation.

All these energy trading decisions for demand response
management are communicated in the smart city energy
network with support from communication infrastructure,
thus these are prone to various types of attacks where
an adversary can take advantage of the security loopholes
in the network [10], [11]. For example, an adversary can
maliciously force the network to receive the services quickly.
So, to handle all these types of attacks and to provide
security and privacy to the entities involved in the energy
trading, a secure energy management scheme is required
which should work in such a way that the overall security
and privacy of the users can be ensured even if there are
adversaries present in the network.

However, a promising technology has recently paved its
way into the field of security to ensure the security con-
straints such as-confidentiality, integrity, and authentication
in a decentralized manner. This technology is known as
blockchain which is based on the distributed ledger-based
system where the entities in the network maintain a ledger
of the transactions executed in the network. Breaching the
security in this system is very hard as it involves compro-
mising all such nodes (known as miner nodes) which are re-



sponsible for maintaining the security of the overall system.
A survey of various techniques related to the blockchain
was carried out by Dinh et al. [12]. This survey analyzed
recent research works focusing on the distributed ledger,
cryptography, consensus protocol and smart contracts in
both the public and private systems. Another survey [13]
depicting the use of blockchain in the smart communities
emphasize on the wider acceptance of blockchains in var-
ious application domains such as financial, transportation,
healthcare, smart grid, voting, and Internet of things (IoT).
From these studies, it can be inferred that the concept
of blockchain can be successfully used to implement the
security measures in a smart city for securing the energy
trading requests. In the proposed scheme, blockchain is
used in the energy ttrading system to ensure the integrity
and authenticity of the ernergy trading transaction request.
Once, the transaction is authenticated, the energy trading
requests are served to manage the demand response and the
energy coins are traded after each successful transaction.

1.1 Motivation
Blockchain has emerged as one of the most powerful tech-
niques of the modern era which is the backbone of many
crypto-currencies and security solutions [14], [15]. It has
emerged as a secure system where the security tasks are
divided into multiple entities such that the entity itself is not
able to breach the security [16]. Blockchain has been widely
used as distributed authentication technique covering mul-
tiple application domains such as IoT, secure transactions,
healthcare, and smart cities [13], [17], [18]. Some of the
existing work focuses on the application of blockchain for
secure eenrgy trading in smart home, smart transportation,
and smart grids [19]–[21]. However, not much work has
been carried out on the use of blockchain for demand
response management in smart grid levraging multiple enti-
ties including residential, commercial, industrial, and trans-
portation sector. This paper leverages the transportation
sector to provide secure demand response management to
other sectors using the blockchain to provide secure energy
trading environemnt.

1.2 Contribution
The major contributions of the proposed scheme are sum-
marized as follows.

• A miner node selection scheme is presented using
the metrics power capacity and processing power of
the smart devices present in the smart grid.

• A block creation and validation scheme using
blockchain is proposed so as to add the entries in
the blockchain for securing the energy transactions.

• An energy trading scheme for demand response
management is designed to handle the energy trad-
ing requests generated from different sources such as
homes, buildings, industries, and EVs.

1.3 Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related work in the existing literature. Section
3 presents the overall structure of the secure energy trading

model used in a smart city. Section 4 describes the proposed
scheme for secure demand response management. Section
5 illustrates the results and complexity analysis of the pro-
posed scheme. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

The concept of blockchain has also been used in the popular
crypto-currency, i.e., Bitcoin, which uses the complex calcu-
lations at every stage of the digital transaction [22]. Based
on the concept of the crypto-currency, the authors in [23]
proposed the digital currency named as NRGcoin which
was used for trading the renewable energy in the smart
grid ecosystem. The authors in [24] used the consortium
blockchain for trading electricity in local PHEVs in a secure
manner. Mylrea and Gourisetti [25] noted that blockchain
can help to solve the issues of privacy and trust in complex
energy transactions and data exchanges in the era of grid
modernization. The authors evaluated the application of
blockchain and smart contracts in smart grid to improve
the overall resilience of the grid and to secure the transac-
tive energy applications. Moreover, a number of research
works have been carried out by the researchers which use
blockchain in the power sector [26], [27]. For instance, in
[26], a smart contract was laid down amongst the users
which executes the procedures to provide a trust between
these users to participate in the network for accessing the
services. The authors in [27] presented a token-based pri-
vate and decentralized energy trading scheme which lets
the users perform the energy trading transactions amongst
themselves after anonymously negotiating the energy prices
using blockchain.

In another scheme, Liang et al. [10] presented a dis-
tributed framework on the basis of blockchain to increase
the defense of the power systems against various types
of cyber-attacks. The authors utilized smart meters as the
nodes in the power systems to encapsulate the smart meter
data in terms of blocks, verified data by performing voting
and accumulated data in the block only after verification.
Similarly, a consortium blockchain scheme was presented
to facilitate the local energy trading between PHEVs in a
secure manner [24]. The authors noted that the privacy
concerns of the PHEVs can be handled in a better way using
a distributed secure system such as blockchain rather than
relying on single trusted third party system. Aggarwal et
al. [19] used blockchain to transmit the smart meter data
of smart homes to the utility server. The authors selected
the meters as miner nodes whose power capacity is more
than a threshold value and used these nodes to validate the
requests raised by other smart meters. In [28], the authors
presented a blockchain-based edge-service framework for
secure energy trading in vehicle-to-grid ecosystem. The
authors used the concept of approver nodes for secure
energy trading, which were responsible for validating the
transactions and were selected amongst all the nodes based
on a utility function. Moreover, many other research works
have also used blockchain and smart contracts to securely
manage the energy from distributed energy sources and EVs
in the smart grid ecosystem [21], [29]–[31]. A comparative
analysis of these works in terms of technique used, targeted
users, miner node selection, type of miner nodes, energy



TABLE 1: Comparative analysis of existing schemes.

Scheme Technique
used

Targeted users Miner
node
selection

Type of miner
nodes

Energy
Trading

Use of wal-
lets

Application
area

[19] Blockchain SHs X Smart meters × × Smart Grid
[20] Blockchain EVs X EVs X X Transportation

system
[21] Smart

Contracts
Distributed
energy re-
sources(DERs)

× DERs × × Microgrid

[24] Consortium
blockchains

EVs × Pre-selected ag-
gregators

X × Smart Grid

[26] Smart contracts SHs × – × × Smart Grid
[27] Multi-

signatures,
blockchain

SHs × – X X Smart Grid

[28] Blockchain EVs X Edge nodes X × Vehicle-to-grid
[29] Adaptive

blockchain
EVs × – X × Smart Grid

Proposed Blockchain SHs, buildings,
Industries, EVs

X SHs, buildings,
Industries

X X Smart Grid

trading, use of wallets, and application area has been de-
picted in Table 1.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, a general scenario of smart grid ecosystem
for energy trading is discussed. It comprises of residential
homes, industries, buildings and EVs; all of these entities
want to share their energy resources to maximize their
benefits. All the entities are connected to one another us-
ing the ICT-based communication infrastructure where the
information about the energy trading is transmitted via an
access point as shown in Fig. 1. The energy trading between
two entities (one wants to sell energy and the other wants
to buy it) is described as follows. The entities which seek
energy initiate the energy trading request in the smart grid
ecosystem. These requests are then passed to the access
point which further sends the requests for validation to the
miner nodes. Miner nodes are responsible for validating the
energy trading request and provide privacy to the associ-
ated users. Once the miner node validates the request, the
entities which had excess energy provide trade their energy
with the entities that seek energy. After a successful energy
trading, the energy coins from one entity are transferred to
another entity on a mutually agreed value. There are two
types of nodes in the market structure presented in Fig. 1.
The first is the miner node and the other is the normal nodes;
each of which is explained as below.

3.1 Miner Nodes

The miner nodes are used for authenticating, authorizing,
and auditing the energy-related transactions in the smart
grid ecosystem. Each miner node has its own limited storage
capacity where the transactional data is stored temporarily
before being added in the blockchain. Miner node maintains
a ledger which is used to store the information related to
the received data blocks. A data block further consists of
block header, a hash value, timestamp, and a transaction
set. For a block to be added in the blockchain, miner node
calculates the proof of work on the basis of information
received and if it matches with the received hash value

Access point

Entity 1 Entity N
energy coins    

Block 1 Block 2 Block N

Block Header 1

Hash 0

Timestamp

Transactions Set

Proof of work

Block Header 2

Hash 1

Timestamp

Transactions Set

Proof of work Proof of work

Transactions Set

Timestamp

Hash N-1

Block Header N

Energy trading request

Successful energy trading

Request 
validation

wallet wallet

Blockchain

Energy trading request validation

EVs

Home 
Buildings

Industries

Miner 

Node

Fig. 1: The overall system model based on market structure.

in the block, miner node authenticates the block. It then
sends the information about this to other miner nodes, if
all the miner nodes comes to an agreement of the block’s
authenticity, the block is added in the blockchain. This step
is repeated for every block that a miner node receives until
the memory capacity of the miner node is full, after which it
sends the data to a centralized location with large memory
capacity. The algorithm for selecting the miner nodes from
all the existing nodes is discussed in section 4.1.

3.2 Normal Nodes

All the other nodes present in the smart grid ecosystem
which do not act as miner nodes are known as normal
nodes. Normal nodes also maintain a ledger (having limited
capacity) to keep the logs of their transactions. These normal



nodes also have a wallet to pay each other in terms of energy
coins.

The blockchain mechanism provides privacy to the
associated entities by using the cryptographic primitives
to authenticate the transactions amongst these entities. A
blockchain can be referred to as a continuous chain of
data blocks which contains the information related to the
nodes that want to perform a transaction in a secure way
without using a centralized trusted third party system. In
this system, each node has its own ledger to maintain
the history of transactions. The ledger of miner node is
usually larger than the ledger of a normal node. The miner
nodes are responsible for authenticating and authorizing the
transactions which the users want to perform in a secure
manner.

The block in the blockchain has the following set of
values which are used to perform the authentication of the
transaction. These values consist of a block header, hash
value, timestamp and transaction set. A block header further
comprises of the hash value of the previous block which is
used for authenticating and authorizing the transactions. It
also has the information of the sender which is associated
with the transaction. The hash value is sent as the part of the
block to authenticate the sender. This value is calculated by
the normal node and is appended in the block which is sent
to the miner node. The timestamp is the actual timestamp
which is used by the miner node to compute the proof
of work. The transaction set or the content consists of the
instructions according to which the actual energy trade
would take place. For example, it can consist of the price at
which the energy trade happens, amount of energy which is
to be traded, etc.

The proof of work is not sent with the transaction rather
it is calculated by the miner nodes on the basis of which
a block is added to the blockchain. It comprises of solving
a complex mathematical problem (similar to computing a
hash value) and the solution is then matched with the hash
value received from the normal node. If the two values
match, then the block (and underlying transaction) is au-
thentic and is processed.

So, in a nutshell, the blockchain mechanism works in the
following steps.

1) The requesting entity (say entity 1) floats an energy
trading transaction request in the network.

2) The request is then passed onto the miner nodes for
authentication. The miner nodes add the transaction
to the blockchain if the calculated hash matches with
the hash value received with the transaction.

3) If the request is deemed authentic, the miner node
sends the energy trading request to all other entities.
For the entity which agrees to take part in the
trading (say entity N), the miner node informs entity
1 and then the actual energy trade happens. If more
than one entity is interested in energy trading, then,
entity 1 decided with which entity/entities it wants
to trade energy.

4) The energy coins are then transferred from entity 1
to entity N using the blockchain. The wallet of entity
1 would be charged with the agreed amount in
the transaction. The miner node then authenticates

the wallet address of entity N using the similar
blockchain mechanism and transfers the amount
once its wallet is successfully authenticated. It is
to be noted that the miner node also charges some
percentages of energy coins from both the entities to
authenticate the transactions.

4 PROPOSED SCHEME

The working of the proposed scheme is described in this
section. Initially, the miner nodes are selected to validate
the blocks created during the energy transactions. After the
block validation, the secure energy trading takes place on
the basis of the energy requirements of different entities.
This complete process is shown in Fig. 2 and the associated
phases are explained in the subsequent sections.

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the proposed scheme.

4.1 Miner Node Selection
The miner nodes are selected in a manner such that all the
entities present in the SG may become the miner nodes.
There are some existing works available in the literature
which use miner node selection methods ( [19], [20]). In
[19], the smart meters were used as the miner nodes for
accessing and storing the energy data of the smart homes;
while in [20], EVs acted as miner nodes for facilitating the
energy trading in smart transportation sector. Nonetheless,
the miner node selection is dependent on the available
nodes and the type of applications, thus making each miner
node selection scheme unique to the problem. For example,
in [19], only the smart meters were considered to be part
of miner node selection process and in [20], only EVs were
considered. However in the proposed scheme, these miner
nodes are selected from homes, buildings and industries by
analyzing their data related to the power capacity or pro-
cessing power. The detailed process of miner node selection
is presented in algorithm 1 and is described as follows.

Initially, the number of SHs, industries, buildings, and
EVs are given as an input to the algorithm which outputs
the selected miner nodes. To select the miner nodes from the
all the entities, it uses different criteria for different entities.
In case of SHs, their power capacity is computed. The SHs
which have the power capacity greater than a threshold
value τs are put in a list L for possible selection of miner
nodes. Similarly is the case of the buildings; the buildings
which have power capacity more than τb are added to list
L. It is to be noted that the threshold values for homes and
buildings should be different (i.e., τb > τs) as a building



Algorithm 1 Miner Node Selection

Input: S,E, I,B
Output: MN

1: procedure MINER SELECTION(S,E, I,B)
2: /* For the nodes in S */ . S←SHs
3: Set threshold value = τs
4: for (s = 1; s ≤ size(S); s+ +) do
5: Get the power capacity P s

c in each s
6: if (P s

c > τs) then
7: Put s in list L
8: end if
9: end for

10: /* For the nodes in B */ . S←Buildings
11: Set threshold value = τb
12: for (b = 1; b ≤ size(B); b+ +) do
13: Get the power capacity P b

c in each b
14: if (P b

c > τb) then
15: Put b in list L
16: end if
17: end for
18: /* For the nodes in I */ . I←Industries
19: Set threshold value = τi
20: for (i = 1; i ≤ size(B); i+ +) do
21: Sort the nodes in terms of their decreasing processing power
22: Get their processing power µi . Sort B according to µi

23: j← i
24: while (j> 0 &&Bj−1 < Bj ) do
25: temp← Bj−1

26: Bj−1 ← Bj

27: Bj ← temp
28: j ← j − 1
29: end while
30: end for
31: Pick top 50% nodes in B and put them in list L
32: /* For the nodes in E */ . S←EVs
33: for (e = 1; e ≤ size(E); e+ +) do
34: Get the processing power pe in each e
35: Ask the agreement time (tee) for which e can provide services and

store in T
36: Compute utility µe = pe.te

37: if (µe > τe) then
38: Put e in list L
39: end if
40: end for
41: /* For the nodes in l */
42: Compute number of miner nodes, MN = γ.size(L) . γ ←Ratio of

miner nodes to normal nodes
43: Randomly select the MN from list L and make them the miner nodes.
44: end procedure

has more load demand as compared to an individual home.
In case of industries, their processing power is taken into
account for the selection of miner nodes as it is always more
than that of SHs or buildings. The industries load are sorted
in terms of their decreasing processing power and top 50%
of the entities are put in the list L. For EVs, their processing
power and as well as their agreement time is important
as they are the lone mobile entity in the SG ecosystem.
The agreement time is defined as the time to which the
EVs have agreed to serve as miner nodes. Thus, a utility
is computed for them on the basis of their processing power
& agreement time and the EVs which have the utility more
than τe are added in the list L. Finally, for the selection of
miner nodes, the ratio of miner nodes to the normal nodes
(γ) is considered on the basis of which the miner nodes
are selected from L. In the proposed scheme, the value of
gamma is set as 20%. The added advantage of this algorithm
for the miner node selection is that even if one entity tries
to maximize their power capacity or processing power for
them to become miner nodes, it is not guaranteed that they
end up in becoming miner nodes. So, every nodes would
stay true to their original nature and it would also select
some of the entities from the EVs and SHs as the miner

nodes so that they can also become part of the complete
system while validating the users’ requests. In addition to
it, the values of τs, τb, τi, and τe are changed after periodic
intevals of time so as to include and exclude other availabe
entities in miner node selection process. The algorithm is
then executed again and new miner nodes are selected
based on these changed threshold values. It is also to be
noted that line 43 selects the miner nodes (from all the avail-
able nodes) randomly, so it is difficult for an adversary to
model the randomness in the selection process. This makes
the complete miner node selection process more robust and
helps to avoid the scenario where an adversary tries to
figure out the miner nodes and attempt to manipulate them.

4.2 Block Creation and Validation
Once the miner nodes are decided, the next task is to create
the blocks and validate those before being added in the
blockchain. For this purpose, proof of work generation is
used in the proposed scheme where an ordinary node (say
entity E) would send its information to the miner nodes.
The first miner node which solves this proof of work leads
the validation process by sending this proof to other miner
nodes for auditing. If the results from all other miner nodes
are in consensus, the leader miner node adds the block in
the blockchain. If the results from other miner nodes do
not match, then the block is discarded and transaction in
invalidated. The steps used for block creation and validation
are shown in Fig. 3. The symbols used in this figure are
described in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Symbols and their meaning.

Symbols Meanings Symbols Meanings
IDE Identity of entity E ME Message bits for E
rn random number be-

tween 0 to 232
MDE Message digest for

ME

HE Hash of entity E PoWE Proof of work for E
TS Transaction set TL Transaction in

blockchain
WE Wallet address of

entity E
Hnew Hash of E calcu-

lated at M
HRoot Hash of the root in

Merkle hash tree
Hresult Message digest for

Hnew

HPrev Hash of the previ-
ous value

PoWH Proof of work gen-
erated at M

BHE Block header of E SHA− 1 Hash function used

The complete block creation phase at an entity E is
explained in the following steps.

1) The values of identity of E (IDE) and a random
number (rn) are used to calculate a hash value HE .
This hash value along with the IDE and transaction
set (TS) are appended to form a transaction (TE).

2) Entity E also computes its wallet address WE by
adding a nonce value and computing the hash of
IDE ||nonce. A 32-bit nonce is added to increase the
complexity of the wallet address which also makes it
difficult to break by an attacker. This wallet address
is used for transferring the energy coins after the
successful energy trade.

3) After this step, the hash of the root in Merkle hash
tree is computed which along with the previous
hash value of the TE (for all entities) by merging



Entity : (E) Miner node : (M)

Input: IDE , rn
Output: PoW

HE = H(IDE ||rn)
TE = [IDE ||HE ||TS ]

Calculate Wallet address:
WE = H(IDE ||nonce)

HRoot = H{[H(TE1) +H(TE2)] + [H(TE3) +H(TE4)]+
[H(TE(n−1)) +H(TEn)]}

Create Block Header:
BHE = [HPrev||HRoot||TS ||ts||rn]
ME = [BHE ||Pad]
MDE = SHA− 1[ME ]
PoWE = (WE ||MDE)

〈TE,WE,ts,PoWE〉−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(SSL/TLS)

Input: PoWE , TE ,WE , ts
Output: V alid/Invalid transaction

TL = [TE1||TE2||TE3, ..., ||TEn]
HRoot = H{[H(TE1) +H(TE2)] + [H(TE3) +H(TE4)]+
[H(TE(n−1)) +H(TEn)]}

Block Validation:
HPrev = extract(TL)
BHE = [HPrev||HRoot||TS ||ts||rn]
Hnew = [BHE ||Pad]
Hresult = SHA− 1[Hnew]
PoWH = [WE ||Hresult]
if(PoWH == PoWE)
return (valid)
else
return (invalid)

Send results for auditing to other miner miner nodes.

If consensus is reached, then accept the block.

〈valid/invalid〉←−−−−−−−−−−−
(SSL/TLS)

Fig. 3: Block Creation and validation process between ordinary node (E) and miner node (M).

the pair of left and right child hash indexes [32].
This hash is computed to calculate the block header
of E.

4) The block header (BHE) also contains information
of previous hash of TE , TS , timestamp (ts) and rn.
A fixed length message bit (ME) is generated by
appending the padding bits to the block header.

5) A message digest MDE is computed for ME using
SHA-1 to generate a 160-bit final hash value. This
value is appended to the wallet id of E which is
known as proof of work for E (i.e., PoWE). PoWE

is later used for matching with the proof of work
generated at the miner node so as to successfully
validate the transaction.

The process of validating the blocks (to find out whether
the block is authentic or tampered) is performed by the
miner nodes (M ). For this purpose, the proof of work
generated by E along with the other values (as shown in
Fig. 3) is given as an input to the miner node. The process
that the miner node uses to validate the received block is
discussed as follows.

1) In the very first step, M computes the authen-
tic transactions received and make a combined
blockchain transaction TL.

2) Then, M computes the hash value of the root node
in the Merkle hash tree. The previous hash function,
i.e., HPrev is extracted from the blockchain and the
block header for entity E is calculated using the
newly calculated values of HPrev and HRoot.

3) A new message is generated by appending the
padding bits so as to make a fixed length message
bits Hnew. These bits are given to SHA-1 algorithm
as an input to generate a 160-bit message digest
value which is the proof of work for E calculated
at M (PoWH ).

4) The computed value of PoWH is compared with the
received value of PoWE , if these two values match,
then the block is valid. Otherwise, it is discarded.

5) Now, to add the block in the existing blockchain,
other miner nodes also need to be agreed and up-
dated about this block value. For this purpose, the
first miner node that solved the proof of work takes
lead and broadcasts its result to the other miner
nodes. The other miner nodes audit this value and
send back their results to the leader node. If all the
miner nodes have a consensus, then the block is
added to the blockchain and all the miner nodes
are informed about it; otherwise, it is discarded.

4.3 Secure Demand Response Management
This section explains how the actual energy trade takes
place to transfer the energy from one entity to the other.
For trading the energy, EVs will travel to the seller/buyer
(which can be either home, building or industry) and plug
themselfs at the destination to buy/sell the energy. The
energy trading between two entities (one of which is static,
i.e., SHs, Industries, and buildings; and the other one is
mobile, i.e., EVs) happens once the transaction is validated
as described in the above section. So, on the basis of the
energy requirements in static entities, EVs travel from one
place to another for trading the energy as given in [33]. Thus,
two cases arise in such a scenario. When the static entity has
extra energy, the EVs act as energy consumers and when
the static entity needs energy, EVs act as an energy supplier.
Both of these cases are discussed in detail as follows.

4.3.1 EV’s as energy consumers
EVs act as energy consumers when entity (say X) has extra
energy to sell. If the energy demand in X is Edmdx and it has
available energy Eavlx , then the excess energy in X (Eexcx ) is
given by,

Eexcx = Eavlx − Edmdx (1)

The maximum energy that an EV can buy depends on its
rated energy capacity and the corresponding state of charge
(SoC) level. So, if the available SoC with the ith EV is SoCavli



while its maximum SoC level is SoCmaxi , then the SoC that
can be charged from X comes out to be:

SoCchri = SoCmaxi − SoCprsi (2)

The corresponding energy that can be given to ith EV
(Egvni ) from X is depicted as given below.

Egvni =
(
SoCmaxi − SoCavli

)
Eratei (3)

where, Eratei is the rated energy capacity of the ith EV.
However, as the EV has to travel from its location to the

location of X, some of the energy would be dissipated in
traveling which would also be charged from X. This energy
is given below.

Etrvli =
D(x→y)

Dmax
.Eratei (4)

where, D(x→y) is the distance between the location of EV
to the location of X (computed from GPS) and Dmax is
the maximum distance that can be traveled by the EV if
its battery energy is full (It is to be noted that the Dmax

is dependent on the EV battery capacity and its value is
specified beforehand by the EV manufacturer). This energy
would also be charged from X and thus Eq. (3) is now
updated to become:

Egvni =
(
SoCmaxi − SoCavli

)
Eratei + Etrvli (5)

Now, if the price announced by entity X for selling the
energy is px, then the amount which EV has to pay to X
(P (x← ev)) is given as:

P (x← ev) = Egvni .px (6)

After selling the energy to EV, the updated energy in X
comes out to be:

Eupdx = Eexcx − Egvni (7)

It might be the case that even after selling Egvni to ith

EV, the value of Eupdx > 0. In such cases, the other EVs are
approached and energy trade happens in a similar manner
till Eupdx becomes 0. The EVs, in this case, may not be
able to charge to their batteries to the full extent and the
updated value of their SoC and associated energy are given
as follows.

SoCupdi = SoCprsi + SoCchri (8)

Eupdi = SoCupdi Eratei (9)

where, SoCupdi is the updated SoC level of ith EV after the
successful energy trade.

4.3.2 EV’s as energy suppliers
In this section, the energy trading when EVs act as energy
suppliers is discussed so as to provide the required energy
to the static entity (X). The energy required by X (Ereqx ) is
computed as below.

Ereqx = Edmdx − Eavlx (10)

This required energy is taken from the EVs such that,

Ereqx ≤
n∑
i=1

Egvni (11)

where, Egvni is the energy that ith EV gives to the entity X
and n depicts the total number of such EVs.

The energy available be the ith EV after giving Egvni to
entity X is calculated as,

Eupdi = Eavli − Egvni − Etrvli (12)

where,Etrvli is calculated from Eq. (4). For the EV to transfer
the energy successfully to X, the following condition must
be true.

Eupdi > Ethri (13)

where, Ethri is the threshold energy that should always be
sustained. This energy is used by the EV to commute to
other places and to minimize the battery degradation losses.
The value of this energy is set by the EV owner beforehand.

Moreover, for the successful energy trade, the price an-
nounced by the EV owner must be accepted by X before the
trade may take place. If EV charges price pev , then the entity
X has to pay P (ev ← x) which is given by,

P (ev ← x) = Egvni .pev (14)

If the load demand in X is still more than the available
energy, it trades with other EVs for energy in the similar
manner until Eq. (11) is satisfied.

A

B

C

D

Building

CommercialResidential

Industrial

Fig. 4: Example of energy trading between various entities.

Once the energy trade takes place, the energy coins are
transferred from one entity to the other (and their wallets are
updated) using blockchain as discussed earlier. An example
of this energy trade is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, four
entities namely A, B, C, and D belonging to the building,
commercial, industrial, and residential sectors respectively
want to trade energy with the EVs so as to manage their
load demands. The available energy with those entities is
shown besides it a in a box representation. The dotted line
in this box represents the load demand in the respective
entity, while the solid black line represents the available
energy in it. Thus, it can be seen in this figure that the EVs
move to different entities to either charge their batteries or
discharge them based on the energy requirements of these
entities and the energy available in these EVs as discussed
above. Moreover, the energy coins are exchanged from the
wallets of respective entities based on the energy trade.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section performs the complexity analysis and valida-
tion as well as provides the results of energy trading for
demand response management.

5.1 Complexity Analysis
The performance of the proposed blockchain scheme
is evaluated on the basis of their communication and
computation costs which are discussed as given below.

5.1.1 Communication Cost
The communication happens between two entities E and
M . The communication cost in terms of message bits trans-
ferred is computed as:
a) At Entity (E):
If the IDE is chosen to be of 128 bits, transaction set,
timestamp, random number to be of 32 bits each, and hash
function is chosen to be of 160 bits, then the block header
BHE comprises of [160+160+32+32+32] = 416 bits and TE
takes [128+160+32]=316 bits. Now, the 96 padding bits are
appended to make it 512 bit long message for which the
SHA-1 gives an output of 160 bits after computing the
message digest. The final proof of work includes this 160 bit
digest along with wallet address of 160 bits (128 bit ID and
32 bit nonce). Thus, the PoWE takes 320 bits. The overall
cost for communicating TE ,WE , ts, PoWE to miner nodes
takes 316+160+32+320=828 bits.
b) At Miner node (M):
M extracts 160 bits of HPrev and the value of HRoot is also
of 160 bits. The same value of proof of work is generated
which takes 320 bits. The validation bit takes 1 bit. So, to
communicate PoWH to other miner nodes and communi-
cating the final result to E, the overall cost comes out to be
[320+1]=321 bits.

5.1.2 Computation Cost
While creating and validating a block, the computation op-
erations used are addition, hashing, and append operations.
The time taken for these operations is 1 ms, 2.7 ms and
0.3 ms respectively. Thus, the computation cost in terms of
calculation time is:
a) At entity (E):
It performs 10 append operations, n/2 additions, and 4

hashing operations. So, if the value of n is 100, the cost
comes out to be [10 × 0.3 + 50 × 1 + 4 × 2.7] ms = 63.8
ms.
b) At Miner node (M ):
The validation process uses 7 append operations, n/2 ad-
ditions, 3 hashing operations. Thus, the total computation
time for validating one block comes out to be [7×0.3+50×
1 + 4× 2.7] ms = 62.9 ms.

5.2 Numerical Results for Demand Response Manage-
ment
The proposed scheme was tested for energy trading with
respect to 50 residential homes, 30 commercial buildings, 10
industrial buildings, and 100 EVs (having energy capacity
between 12-36 kWh). The load data of the first three entities
is taken from US open energy information [34] while the
data of EVs is assigned randomly for simulation purposes.

The fixed energy supply of 4MW in the test scenario for
smart grid is considered to manage the demand response of
these entities. Fig. 5 depicts the initial overall load demand
and the load demand after managing the demand response
along with the energy supplied. It can be inferred from the
figure that the EVs have greatly managed the load demand
of the participating entities in some time slots to reduce
their dependency on the grid. For instance, Fig. 6 shows the
load demand of a commercial building which is supplied
the fixed energy of 50 kWh. This building approaches EVs
for buying the energy during 0000 to 0600 hours and sells
its energy to EVs during 0600 to 1100 hours and 1600 to
2300 hours when it has excess energy after handling its
load demand. During the times when an entity wants to sell
energy to EVs, they act as energy consumers. For instance,
at 0800 to 1000 hours in Fig. 6, the commercial building
sells its extra energy to multiple EVs. For one EV, the price
charged from the EV is shown in Fig. 7a and the energy
sold to this EV is depicted in Fig. 7b. The cost that an EV
incurs to buy the energy from the commercial building is
shown in Fig. 7c. Similarly, when an entity requires energy
from EVs to manage its load demand, the EVs act as energy
suppliers. For instance, at 0400 to 0600 hours in Fig. 6, the
building needs energy to manage its load. For one EV, the
price charged by it to sell the energy is shown in Fig. 8a
and the associated energy which EV sells is depicted in Fig.
8b. In lieu of this energy trade, the EV makes a profit as
illustrated in Fig. 8c.
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Fig. 7: EV’s as energy consumer.
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Fig. 8: EV as energy supplier.

5.3 Security Evaluation

The proposed blockchain-based security mechanism has
been evaluated for different metrics (throughput, compu-
tation time, block preparation time, and PoW generation
time) with respect to a variation in the number of nodes and
transactions. Also, the proposed scheme has been validated
using two datasets, 1) SG lab dataset [35], [36], and 2) US
open energy information [34]. For this purpose, experimen-
tal setup has been designed using Node.js (v8.7.0) and Node
Package Manager (npm v5.6.0). Fig. 9a depicts the variation
of throughput (with regard to the transactions per second)
with an increase in the number of nodes. Initially, the
number of transactions per second shows an upward trend
which goes down further followed by no major variation.
Fig. 9b shows the computation time consumed with an
increase in the number of nodes. The figure represents a
steep increase at initial level which slows down after 12
nodes. We also computed the block prepration and PoW
generation time for the proposed scheme. Fig. 9c shows the
block prepration time which looks almost linear with repsect
to an increase in the number of transactions (0 to 1000). A
similar trend is witnessed in Fig. 9d for the PoW geneation
curve for an increase in the number of transactions. Finally,
the proposed scheme has been evalauted with respect to the
transactions generated using SG lab [35], [36], and US open
energy information [34] datasets. Figs. 9e and 9f depict a
higher throughput and lower computation time for open
energy information dataset. This is because the concerned
dataset is structured as compared to the random data gen-
erated in SG lab.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a blockchain-based solution for secure
demand response management for energy trading in the
smart grid ecosystem. The proposed scheme selects miner
nodes from all the present entities which are responsible for
validating the energy trading transaction in the energy mar-
ket. For this purpose, the blocks from the requesting entity
are created and validated using the blockchain scheme. If
the block is valid, then only the energy trade takes place.
The advantage of using the proposed scheme is that even if
an adversary is involved in the energy trade, it would not
be able to tamper with the transaction as the transaction is
added in the blockchain only when it is validated by all the
miner nodes. The results prove that the overall communi-
cation and computation cost of the proposed scheme is low
and it is able to efficiently handle the demand response in
the smart grid ecosystem.

In future, we will test the proposed scheme on bigger
datasets and optimize it to decrease the latency and to
increase the network throughput.
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